IGNITING THE POWER OF WOMEN, IMPACTING OUR LOCAL COMMUNITY
UNITED WAY OF WILL COUNTY

WOMEN UNITED™

THE WOMEN UNITED COMMITMENT
Focused on generational poverty, Women United fights for self-sufficiency, health, safety and education in Will County through a community by community approach.

BECOME INVOLVED WITH UNITED WAY OF WILL COUNTY’S WOMEN UNITED

MEMBER INFORMATION
Action team members develop and organize social change projects. Members participate and volunteer during the projects.

SOCIAL CHANGE PROJECTS
Women United transforms communities by addressing generational poverty.

Community Baby Shower
Choosing between diapering your baby and putting food on the table is a choice no parent wants to make, but one in three do. The Community Baby Shower works to fulfill the baby wellness item gap between SNAP and WIC and provide babies the products needed for a healthy start in life.

Read to Succeed
Low income students are less likely to read at grade level. The Read to Succeed Project works to create safe environments through the introduction of pocket libraries where elementary school children will be encouraged to learn how to read, enabling future learning and success in school.

The Little Black Dress Soiree
An annual event hosted by Women United, dollars raised from the Little Black Dress Soiree fund the social change projects for the upcoming year.

JOIN THE MOVEMENT AT WWW.UWWILL.ORG
ACTION TEAM • MEMBER • DONOR
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